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2lO On Terrestrial Oravitation. 

various other phmnomena. Sir R'. Plitll~ps at tempts  ~o sli01¢ 
l~hat one of t~h~se effi}ets is t~e cause of t'he other ;  atad ea~ls l:his 
ad~/aneing hhman knowledge a~step ~ furt laer--I  suppo,~e lle means 
baekward~ ; ¢laeretbre I will 16;,we him to  pul~sue the dourse he 
has chosen, 

I am, sil'~ ~'oui'% 82e. 
THOMAS T RE.DGOLD. 

X X X I I I .  On Sir RIer~ARD PmLLtPS'S supposed Discovery of  
the Cause oj" the Phcenometta of" Terrestrial Gravitation. 

To M,'. Tilloeh. 

SIR, - -  r-l~o appreciate the suece~'s with which Sir Richard Phil- 
lips has defended his discovery o] the cause o.[" the pha.nomena 
of ter,'estrial gravitatioa, it might~ perhaps, be sufficient to re- 
mark~ that he has left untouched Mr. Tredgold's fimdamentat 
objection ; viz. that  as neither the resistance of the atmosphere~ 
nor the motions of the eartt~ on its axi% or in its orbit~ h~ive se- 
parately any tendency to deflect towards its surfae% bodies pro-  
jeeted upwards, it follows that their conjoint action can have no 
such tendency. Permit me, l~oweve U by way of commentary,  to 
add, that  it has long since been demonstrated, that whether a 
body be projected by a single impulse, or by many simultaneous 
impulses in different directions, the progressive motion commu-  
nicated must be rectiline~r. The combination, theretbre~ of the 
two-fold motion of the earth with any other impulse, ean~ in 
projecting a body, impress on it no od'aer than rectilinear pro- 
gressive motion ; nor can these forces~ after the instanl~ of l~heir 
joint.impuls% in auv way modify the direction then impressed. 
There remains~ therefore~of Sir l~ichard Phillips's forces only the 
agency of the atmosphere to deflect the projectile from a right 
line into such a curve as must return to the earth. Now the 
effect of atmospheric resistance would be that  of simple retarda- 
tion~ did not the rapidity of the rotary motion of the parts of 
the atmosphere augment with their altitude. A cow,sequence 
of this circumstance is, indeed, a continual deflection of the pro-  
jeetile from its initial direction : but whatever deflective force 
may be assigned to this cause, it could never make a body de- 
scribe a curve returning to, or even approaching the earth 's  sur- 
face ~ for the very ohvious reason that the direction of its action 
must always be parallel to tangents of that  surface. 

This being so~ the theory of Sir Richard Phillips does not 
precisely correspond with his description of it as " a  theory 
which substitutes the known motions of  Nature as operative 
causes of certain physical ph~enomeua in place of an assumed 
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The Description of a Safety Furnace. 211 

pr:mdple called gravitation, by which, false analogies have been 
introduced into philosophy." Let us, however~ in a single in- 
stance observe how these '¢ knomn ~notions qfNature" supply 
the pIaee of the " assumed principle called gravitation." 

'/'he weight of bod.i~s, and their velocity in falling, u'niforrrr 
experience shows to be least at the equator, and to increase 
with the latitude. Now as the rotary motion of the earth's sur- 
face an'C[ gtmosphere diminishes from the e(lu~tor to the poles~ 
where it ceases in both ; the weight of bodies and their velocity 
in falling, ought, according to Sir Riehard's doctrine, to he 
greatest at the equator, mid to diminish as the latitude increases. 
Nay fi~rther, sirree there exists neither rotary motion on the earth's 
surface at the poles, nor in the atmosphere in its prolonged axis~ 
a direct consequence of his doctrine is, that bodies at the poles 
are devoid of all weight, and when projected perpendicularly 
thence, the~j never return to the earth ! 

I am, sir, 
Your very obedient servant, 

Bath, Sept. 9, 1817. F. ]~ , . . s ,  

XXXIV. The Description of a Safety Furnace for  preventing 
.Explosion~ in Coal-Mines. )~y ROBERT BAKEWELL~ Esq. 

To Mr. Tilloch. 

DuaP, s I a , - T n E  at tentlon of coal proprietors has lately been 
directed to tile explosions which take place in mines from the 
lights used by the workmen ; but it is welt known that similar 
explosions are often occasioned by the inflammation of the ear- 
huretted hydrogen gas, as it passes the fire placed near the upeast 
shaft to rarefy the air aud promote ventilation. The fire which 
is generally necessary, is thus not unfrequently the cause of the 
most fatal accidents. 

To prevent this, no retnedy has been proposed that I am ac- 
quainted with, except the suhstitution of a charcoal fire, on the 
principle that the gas will not explode by a red heat burning 
without flame. An (,pen charcoal fire is, however, liable to the 
following objections. The carbonic acid gas generated by the 
(!ombustion of charcoal being specifically heavier than the a~r of 
lhe mine, will, as it is cooled in its passage upwards, descend 
/tgaia and choak the lower part of the shaft. A particle of corno 
~on coal intermixed with the charcoal, or falling into the fire~ 
ltiight produce f~ame and cause an explosiou. The comparative 
dearness of charcoal will also tend to prevent its introduction. 
~'oke fi'om coal is more easily proeured~ but it sometimes beams 
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